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Novelty in Eighteenth-Century British Literature 
 
Course Description: 
Early in the eighteenth century, the English essayist Joseph Addison remarked that “it is impossible for 
us, who live in the later ages of the world, to make observations in criticism, morality, or in any art or 
science, which have not been touched upon by others.”  For Addison, the Greeks and Romans had 
already thought of everything: “we have little else left to us, but to represent the common sense of 
mankind in more strong, more beautiful. Or more uncommon lights.”  But Addison also wrote one of 
the earliest defenses of novelty as a valid aesthetic quality.  What was new about novelty in the 
eighteenth century?  Was there little or no value placed on newness, uniqueness, or primacy (firstness) 
in previous centuries?  Why are there no spoiler alerts when we talk about Shakespeare, Milton, and 
Pope?  We will examine these questions, with particular attention to notions of originality, the special 
qualities of first encounters, and the emergence of suspense and surprise in narrative over the course 
of the eighteenth century in Britain.  Our reading will include literary works by Margaret Cavendish, 
John Dryden, Alexander Pope, Daniel Defoe, Eliza Haywood, Laurence Sterne, and Ann Radcliffe.  We 
will also read extensively in critical and theoretical works, both eighteenth-century and more recent, 
pondering the question of whether literary art can ever be genuinely new, original, or unique. 
 
Course Requirements: 
You will be asked to contribute a 15-minute presentation during the course of the term, to write a brief 
report based on the presentation, and you will write a research essay for which you will provide an 
annotated bibliography. 


